
Each Software of the Month Club® CD-ROM will NOW include a selection of program 
cateogies from our popular SRI list.    In addition to the normal selection of software from
our Games, General Interest, Kids and DTP clubs you will now recieve programs from 
the SRI.    What this means is that you can be assured that when you use a program 
from the SRI you know that it is the highest quality.    Why?    Because the SRI is a list of 
our most popular software.    Below is a list of topics and descriptions in    this months 
issue.

Desktop Publishing

AntiAlias FAT
Shrink images while maintaining resolution!

GraphicConverter
View, convert and manipulate an incredible selection of file types!

Bright Ideas Clip Art
A variety of images from the talented artists at Bright Ideas.

Crick Art Volume I
Fun in the sun with Beach clip art and a full set of decorative caps!

Crick Art Volume II
Junk food clip art and office/business clip art.

Drop Shadow filter
This Photoshop filter will have you creating drop shadows in no time.

Plug-in-manager
Manage memory by managing all of your Photoshop Plug-ins.

EPS Fixer
Use this utility to add preview resources to all those PICT images.

epsConverter™
Now you can read any form of EPS file and convert it into an Adobe 
Illustrator v3.2 compatible EPS file.

Food Clip Art
A cornucopia of food clip art.



HandyBar for Pagemaker
This floating tool palette for Pagemaker v5.0 includes common tools like 
close, print, cut, copy, and paste.

Hanx EPS Back Art
Excellent background images in EPS format.

ImageBrowser
Slide show program for viewing images.

Kudo Image Browser
Catalog your image files using miniature thumbnails.    A must have for the 
clip art collector.

Lightable
Set up images in order for slide show viewing.

MS Expanded Dictionary
An expanded dictionary for use with MS Word.

NIH-Image
Image processing and analysis program.

PICT Clip Art
An assortment of clip art in PICT format.

PICT Scrounger
With PICT Scrounger you can scan all of your applications for PICT 
resources, which you can then turn into PICT files.

PICTuresque
Zoom, copy and paste your favorite PICT, PNTG, or EPS files.

PrintABunch
Print all information about a file, along with a preview of the file (if there is 
one) without opening the application that created it.

theTypeBook



Create and maintain a typeface reference book.

Arcade #1
Ants Afire! Pro™
Fry ants before they get your sucker! Great rendered screens    and stereo 
sound highlight this fun game from River Rock Software!

Apeiron
Apeiron is centipede (the arcade classic) on steroids!

Asterax
You are a lone pilot, entering the asteroid belt to blast precious Emeraldium 
loose from the rocks.

Bert
Bert is an imaginative game in the genre of the classic arcade game Qbert.

BeeBop II
Excellent graphics and animation, along with quality sound make this a 
"must have" game.

Bunny Killer III
Save the world from even more mutant killer bunnies!

Blobs™
A mind-bending game where the object is to have the most "blobs" on the 
board.

Danger Swamps
A simple but addictive side-scrolling game.

Chiral
A wonderfully challenging game where atoms must be assembled into a 
number of molecules without free electrons in order to complete a level. 

Chuck A Duck
A simple yet highly addictive game.    Shoot the ducks before they can 
escape.

Cyclone
Shoot through the rotating walls and destroy your enemy in this space game 
featuring extremely clean graphics.

Dr.Macinto
Mac version of Dr. Mario.



s'ydnar squares
This is a very polished, high-quality arcade/strategy/puzzle game.

FreezeTagPPC
You'll love the fantastic 3D graphics in this fully rendered version of the 
popular kids' game! FOR POWER MACS ONLY.

Glypha II
Ride your winged steed across the playing field while jousting your 
opponents.

Jewelbox
A falling piece puzzle game similar to Tetris.

Grizzly
Grizzly is Mortal Kombat with teddy bears as combatants. Yup. That’s right. 
Cute, fuzzy, cuddly teddy bears.

Koji The Frog
Jump, hop and eat bugs, but watch out for cars and the grumpy gopher!

Laser Lab
This great logic game pits you against the clock!

Outpost Nexus
Protect your cities from waves of hostile aliens!

Less than Mortal Kombat
Fight familiar opponents in bloodless text battles!

MacBrickout
A fun Breakout clone with numerous power-ups!

Education #2
Europe!
Quiz yourself on European countries and capitals.

Exploring the Constitution
History, facts and information about the Constitution.

MacGradeBook
Track students, assignments, tests, and grades with this complete package 
for teachers.



Virtual Flash Cards
Create and view your own flash cards with this HyperCard stack.

Hungry Frog Ion Eaters
Direct your frog’s tongue to the appropriate oxidation number for the ion 
shown.

Melodic Ear Trainer
Learn to recognize musical notes.

Professor Phonics
Find words that match the sound spoken by your Mac. You must have Plain 
Talk/Speech Manager to use this program!


